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Abstract
We show for the ﬁrst time that a multilayer perceptron
(MLP) can serve as the only scene representation in a realtime SLAM system for a handheld RGB-D camera. Our network is trained in live operation without prior data, building a dense, scene-speciﬁc implicit 3D model of occupancy
and colour which is also immediately used for tracking.
Achieving real-time SLAM via continual training of a
neural network against a live image stream requires signiﬁcant innovation. Our iMAP algorithm uses a keyframe
structure and multi-processing computation ﬂow, with dynamic information-guided pixel sampling for speed, with
tracking at 10 Hz and global map updating at 2 Hz. The
advantages of an implicit MLP over standard dense SLAM
techniques include efﬁcient geometry representation with
automatic detail control and smooth, plausible ﬁlling-in of
unobserved regions such as the back surfaces of objects.

Figure 1: Room reconstruction from real-time iMAP with
an Azure Kinect RGB-D camera, showing watertight scene
model, camera tracking and automatic keyframe set.

1. Introduction
A real-time Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping
(SLAM) system for an intelligent embodied device must incrementally build a representation of the 3D world, to enable both localisation and scene understanding. The ideal
representation should precisely encode geometry, but also
be efﬁcient, with the memory capacity available used adaptively in response to scene size and complexity; predictive,
able to plausibly estimate the shape of regions not directly
observed; and ﬂexible, not needing a large amount of training data or manual adjustment to run in a new scenario.
Implicit neural representations are a promising recent
advance in off-line reconstruction, using a multilayer perceptron (MLP) to map a query 3D point to occupancy or
colour, and optimising it from scratch to ﬁt a speciﬁc scene.
An MLP is a general implicit function approximator, able
to represent variable detail with few parameters and without quantisation artifacts. Even without prior training, the
inherent priors present in the network structure allow it to
make watertight geometry estimates from partial data, and

plausible completion of unobserved regions.
In this paper, we show for the ﬁrst time that an MLP
can be used as the only scene representation in a real-time
SLAM system using a hand-held RGB-D camera. Our
randomly-initialised network is trained in live operation and
we do not require any prior training data. Our iMAP system
is designed with a keyframe structure and multi-processing
computation ﬂow reminiscent of PTAM [11]. In a tracking
process, running at over 10 Hz, we align live RGB-D observations with rendered depth and colour predictions from the
MLP scene map. In parallel, a mapping process selects and
maintains a set of historic keyframes whose viewpoints span
the scene, and uses these to continually train and improve
the MLP, while jointly optimising the keyframe poses.
In both tracking and mapping, we dynamically sample
the most informative RGB-D pixels to reduce geometric
uncertainty, achieving real-time speed. Our system runs
in Python, and all optimisation is via a standard PyTorch
framework [20] on a single desktop CPU/GPU system.
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By casting SLAM as a continual learning problem, we
achieve a representation which can represent scenes efﬁciently with continuous and adaptive resolution, and with a
remarkable ability to smoothly interpolate to achieve complete, watertight reconstruction (Fig. 1). With around 10 20 keyframes, and an MLP with only 1 MB of parameters,
we can accurately map whole rooms. Our scene representation has no ﬁxed resolution; the distribution of keyframes
automatically achieves efﬁcient multi-scale mapping.
We demonstrate our system on a wide variety of realworld sequences and do exhaustive evaluation and ablative
analysis on 8 scenes from the room-scale Replica Dataset
[29]. We show that iMAP can make a more complete scene
reconstruction than standard dense SLAM systems with
signiﬁcantly smaller memory footprint. We show competitive tracking performance on the TUM RGB-D dataset
[30] against state-of-the-art SLAM systems.
To summarise, the key contributions of the paper are:
• The ﬁrst dense real-time SLAM system that uses an
implicit neural scene representation and is capable of
jointly optimising a full 3D map and camera poses.
• The ability to incrementally train an implicit scene network in real-time, enabled by automated keyframe selection and loss guided sparse active sampling.
• A parallel implementation (fully in PyTorch [20] with
multi-processing) of our presented SLAM formulation
which works online with a hand-held RGB-D camera.

2. Related Work
Visual SLAM Systems Real-time visual SLAM systems
for modelling environments are often built in a layered manner, where a sparse representation is used for localisation
and more detailed geometry or semantics is layered on top.
However, here we work in the ‘dense SLAM’ paradigm pioneered in [18, 17] where a uniﬁed dense scene representation is also the basis for camera tracking. Dense representations avoid arbitrary abstractions such as keypoints,
enable tracking and relocalisation in robust invariant ways,
and have long-term appeal as sensor-agnostic, uniﬁed, complete representations of spaces.
Some approaches in dense SLAM explicitly represent
surfaces [8, 37], but direct representation of volume is desirable to enable a full range of applications such as planning.
Standard representations for volume using using occupancy
or signed distance functions are very expensive in terms of
memory if a ﬁxed resolution is used [17]. Hierarchical approaches [6, 34, 24] are more efﬁcient, but are complicated
to implement and usually offer only a small range of level
of detail. In either case, the representations are rather rigid,
and not amenable to joint optimisation with camera poses,
due to the huge number of parameters they use.

Machine learning can discover low-dimensional embeddings of dense structure which enable efﬁcient, jointly optimisable representation. CodeSLAM [1] is one example,
but using a depth-map view representation rather than full
volumetric 3D. Learning techniques have also been used to
improve dense reconstruction but require an existing scan
[5] or previous training data [21, 36, 2].
Implicit Scene Representation with MLPs Scene representation and graphics have seen much recent progress on
using implicit MLP neural models for object reconstruction
[19, 14], object compression [33] novel view synthesis [15],
and scene completion [27, 3]. Two recent papers [35, 39]
have also explored camera pose optimisation. But so far
these methods have been considered as an ofﬂine tool, with
computational requirements on the order of hours, days or
weeks. We show that when depth images are available,
and when guided sparse sampling is used for rendering and
training, these methods are suitable for real-time SLAM.
Continual Learning By using a single MLP as a master
scene model, we pose real-time SLAM as online continual learning. An effective continual learning system should
demonstrate both plasticity (the ability to acquire new
knowledge) and stability (preserving old knowledge) [22,
7]. Catastrophic forgetting is a well-known property of neural networks, and is a failure of stability, where new experiences overwrite memories.
One line of work on alleviating catastrophic forgetting
has focused on protecting representations against new data
using relative weighting [10]. This is reminiscent of classic
ﬁltering approaches in SLAM such as the EKF [28] and is
worth future investigation. Approaches which freeze [23]
or consolidate [25] sub-networks after training on each individual task are perhaps too simple and discrete for SLAM.
Instead, we direct our attention towards the replay-based
approach to continual learning, where previous knowledge
is stored either directly in a buffer [13, 22], or compressed
in a generative model [12, 26]. We use a straightforward
method where keyframes are automatically selected to store
and compress past memories. We use loss-guided random
sampling of these keyframes in our continually running
map update process to periodically replay and strengthen
previously-observed scene regions, while continuing to add
information via new keyframes. In SLAM terms, this approach is similar to that pioneered by PTAM [11], where a
historic keyframe set and repeated global bundle adjustment
serve as a long-term scene representation.

3. iMAP: A Real-Time Implicit SLAM System
3.1. System Overview
Figure 2 overviews how iMAP works. A 3D volumetric map is represented using a fully-connected neural network Fθ that maps a 3D coordinate to colour and volume
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ﬁed and hierarchical volume sampling strategies of NeRF.
Volume density is transformed into an occupancy probability by multiplying by the inter-sample distance δi =
di+1 − di and passing this through activation function oi =
1 − exp(−ρi δi ). The ray termination probability at each
Qi−1
sample can then be calculated as wi = oi j=1 (1 − oj ).
Finally, depth and colour are rendered as the expectations:
D̂[u, v] =

Figure 2: iMAP system pipeline.
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We can calculate the depth variance along the ray as:
density (Section 3.2). Given a camera pose, we can render
the colour and depth of a pixel by accumulating network
queries from samples in a back-projected ray (Section 3.3).
We map a scene from depth and colour video by incrementally optimising the network weights and camera poses
with respect to a sparse set of actively sampled measurements (Section 3.6). Two processes run concurrently: tracking (Section 3.4), which optimises the pose from the current frame with respect to the locked network; and mapping
(Section 3.4), which jointly optimises the network and the
camera poses of selected keyframes, incrementally chosen
based on information gain (Section 3.5).

3.2. Implicit Scene Neural Network
Following the network architecture in NeRF [15], we use
an MLP with 4 hidden layers of feature size 256, and two
output heads that a 3D coordinate p = (x, y, z) to a colour
and volume density value: Fθ (p) = (c, ρ). Unlike NeRF,
we do not take into account viewing directions as we are not
interested in modelling specularities.
We apply the Gaussian positional embedding proposed
in Fourier Feature Networks [32] to lift the input 3D coordinate into n-dimensional space: sin(Bp), with B an [n × 3]
matrix sampled from a normal distribution with standard
deviation σ. This embedding serves as input to the MLP
and is also concatenated to the second activation layer of
the network. Taking inspiration from SIREN [27], we allow optimisation of the embedding matrix B, implemented
as a single fully-connected layer with sine activation.

3.3. Depth and Colour Rendering
Our new differentiable rendering engine, inspired by
NeRF [15] and NodeSLAM [31], queries the scene network
to obtain depth and colour images from a given view.
Given a camera pose TW C and a pixel coordinate [u, v],
we ﬁrst back-project a normalised viewing direction and
transform it into world coordinates: r = TW C K −1 [u, v],
with the camera intrinsics matrix K . We take a set of N
samples along the ray pi = di r with corresponding depth
values {d1 , · · · , dN }, and query the network for a colour
and volume density (ci , ρi ) = Fθ (pi ). We follow the strati-

D̂var [u, v] =

N
X

wi (D̂[u, v] − di )2 .

(2)

i=1

3.4. Joint optimisation
We jointly optimise the implicit scene network parameters θ, and camera poses for a growing set of W keyframes,
each of which has associated colour and depth measurements along with an initial pose estimate: {Ii , Di , Ti }.
Our rendering function is differentiable with respect to
these variables, so we perform iterative optimisation to minimise the geometric and photometric errors for a selected
number of rendered pixels si in each keyframe.
The photometric loss is the L1-norm between the rendered and measured colour values
epi [u, v] = Ii [u, v] − Iˆi [u, v] for M pixel samples:
W
1 X X p
Lp =
ei [u, v].
M i=1

(3)

(u,v)∈si

The geometric loss measures the depth difference egi [u, v] =
Di [u, v] − D̂i [u, v] and uses the depth variance as a normalisation factor, down-weighting the loss in uncertain regions such as object borders:
Lg =

W
1 X X
M i=1

(u,v)∈si

egi [u, v]
q

.

(4)

D̂var [u, v]

We apply the ADAM optimiser [9] on the weighted sum
of both losses, with factor λp adjusting the importance given
to the photometric error:
min (Lg + λp Lp ) .

θ,{Ti }

(5)

Camera Tracking In online SLAM, close to frame-rate
camera tracking is important, as optimisation of smaller displacements is more robust. We run a parallel tracking process that continuously optimises the pose of the latest frame
with respect to the ﬁxed scene network at a much higher
frame rate than joint optimisation while using the same loss
and optimiser. The tracked pose initialisation is reﬁned in
the mapping process for selected keyframes.
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3.5. Keyframe Selection
Jointly optimising the network parameters and camera
poses using all images from a video stream is not computationally feasible. However, since there is huge redundancy
in video images, we may represent a scene with a sparse set
of representative keyframes, incrementally selected based
on information gain. The ﬁrst frame is always selected to
initialise the network and ﬁx the world coordinate frame.
Every time a new keyframe is added, we lock a copy of our
network to represent a snapshot of our 3D map at that point
in time. Subsequent frames are checked against this copy
and are selected if they see a signiﬁcantly new region.
For this, we render a uniform set of pixel samples s and
calculate the proportion P with a normalised depth error
smaller than threshold tD = 0.1, to measure the fraction of
the frame already explained by our map snapshot:


D[u, v] − D̂[u, v]
1 X
< tD  . (6)
P =
✶
|s|
D[u, v]
(u,v)∈s

When this proportion falls under a threshold P < tP (we
set tP = 0.65), this frame is added to the keyframe set. The
normalised depth error produces adaptive keyframe selection, requiring higher precision, and therefore more closely
spaced keyframes, when the camera is closer to objects.
Every frame received in the mapping process is used in
joint optimisation for a few iterations (between 10 and 20),
so our keyframe set is always composed of the selected set
along with the continuously changing latest frame.

3.6. Active Sampling

Figure 3: Image Active Sampling. Left: a loss distribution
is calculated across an image grid using the geometric loss
from a set of uniform samples. Right: active samples are
further allocated proportional to the loss distribution.

We use this distribution to re-sample a new set of ni · fi [j]
uniform samples per region (ni is the total samples in each
keyframe), allocating more samples to regions with high
loss. The scene network is updated with the loss from active samples (in camera tracking only uniform sampling is
used). Image active sampling is illustrated in Fig. 3.
Keyframe Active Sampling In iMAP, we continuously
optimise our scene map with a set of selected keyframes,
serving as a memory bank to avoid network forgetting. We
wish to allocate more samples to keyframes with a higher
loss, because they relate to regions which are newly explored, highly detailed, or that the network started to forget.
We follow a process analogous to image active sampling
and allocate ni samples to each keyframe, proportional to
the loss distribution across keyframes, See Fig. 4.

Image Active Sampling Rendering and optimising all
image pixels would be expensive in computation and memory. We take advantage of image regularity to render and
optimise only a very sparse set of random pixels (200 per
image) at each iteration. Further, we use the render loss to
guide active sampling in informative areas with higher detail or where reconstruction is not yet precise.
Each joint optimisation iteration is divided into two
stages. First, we sample a set si of pixels, uniformly distributed across each of the keyframe’s depth and colour images. These pixels are used to update the network and camera poses, and to calculate the loss statistics. For this, we
divide each image into an [8×8] grid, and calculate the average loss inside each square region Rj , j = {1, 2, · · · , 64}:
X g
1
Li [j] =
(7)
ei [u, v] + epi [u, v],
|rj |

Bounded Keyframe Selection Our keyframe set keeps
growing as the camera moves to new and unexplored regions. To bound joint optimisation computation, we choose
a ﬁxed number (3 in the live system) of keyframes at each
iteration, randomly sampled according to the loss distribution. We always include the last keyframe and the current
live frame in joint optimisation, to compose a bounded window with W = 5 constantly changing frames. See Fig. 4.

where rj = si ∩ Rj are pixels uniformly sampled from Rj .
We normalise these statistics into a probability distribution:

Figure 4: Keyframe Active Sampling. We maintain a loss
distribution over the registered keyframes. The distribution
is used for sampling a bounded window of keyframes (red
boxes), and for allocating pixel samples in each.
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current frame

4. Experimental Results
Through comprehensive experiments we evaluate
iMAP’s 3D reconstruction and tracking, and conduct a
detailed ablative analysis of design choices on accuracy
and speed. Please see our attached video demonstrations.

4.1. Experimental Setup
Datasets We experiment on both simulated and real sequences. For reconstruction evaluation we use the Replica
dataset [29], high quality 3D reconstructions of real roomscale environments, with 5 ofﬁces and 3 apartments. For
each Replica scene, we render a random trajectory of 2000
RGB-D frames. For raw camera recordings, we capture
RGB-D videos using a hand-held Microsoft Azure Kinect
on a wide variety of environments, as well as test on the
TUM RGB-D dataset [30] to evaluate camera tracking.
Implementation Details For all experiments we set the
following default parameters: keyframe registration threshold tP = 0.65, photo-metric loss weighting λp = 5,
keyframe window size W = 5, pixel samples |si | = 200,
positional embedding size n = 93 and sigma σ = 25, and
32 coarse and 12 ﬁne bins for rendering. 3D point coordi1
nates are normalised by 10
to be close to the [0, 1] range.
In online operation from a hand-held camera, streamed
images which arrive between processed frames are dropped.
For the experiments presented here every captured frame is
processed, running at 10 Hz. We recover mesh reconstructions if needed by querying occupancy values from the network in a uniform voxel grid and then running marching
cubes. Meshing is for visualisation and evaluation purposes
and does not form part of our SLAM system.

4.2. Scene Reconstruction Evaluation
Metrics We sample 200, 000 points from both groundtruth and reconstructed meshes, and calculate three quan-

Figure 5: Reconstruction and tracking results for Replica
room-0 along with registered keyframes.

Figure 6: iMAP (left) manages to ﬁll in unobserved regions
which can be seen as holes in TSDF fusion (right).

titative metrics: Accuracy (cm): the average distance between sampled points from the reconstructed mesh and
the nearest ground-truth point; Completion (cm): the average distance between sampled points from the ground-truth
mesh and the nearest reconstructed; and Completion Ratio
(<5cm %): the percentage of points in the reconstructed
mesh with Completion under 5 cm.
The ability to jointly optimise a 3D map along with camera poses gives our system the capacity to build full globally
coherent scene reconstructions as seen in Fig. 1 and 7, and
accurate camera tracking as shown in Fig. 5. The robustness
and versatility of iMAP is demonstrated on a wide variety
of real world recordings, through the reconstructions in Fig.
9 and 8 that show its ability to work at scales from whole
rooms to small objects and thin structures.
We compare scene reconstructions from iMAP with
TSDF fusion [4, 17], which is representative of fusionbased dense SLAM methods. To isolate reconstruction, we
use the camera tracking produced by iMAP for TSDF fusion. The most signiﬁcant advantage of our implicit representation is the ability to ﬁll in unobserved regions as shown
in Figs. 7 and 8. iMAP achieves on average a 4% higher
completion ratio across all 8 Replica scenes as seen in Table 1, with an improvement of 11% in office-3.
Memory consumption for iMAP and TSDF fusion with
different conﬁguration settings is shown in Table 2. With
default values of 2563 voxel resolution in TSDF fusion
and 256 network width in iMAP, our system can represent
scenes with a factor of 60 less memory usage while obtaining similar reconstruction accuracy as seen in Table 1.
When using a real camera, in addition to better completion our method outperforms TSDF fusion in places where
a depth camera does not give accurate readings as is common for black objects (Fig. 8d), and reﬂective or transparent surfaces (Fig. 6). This performance can be attributed to
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room-0

room-1

room-2

office-0 office-1 office-2 office-3 office-4

Avg.

iMAP

# Keyframes
Acc. [cm]
Comp. [cm]
Comp. Ratio [< 5cm %]

11
3.58
5.06
83.91

12
3.69
4.87
83.45

12
4.68
5.51
75.53

10
5.87
6.11
77.71

11
3.71
5.26
79.64

10
4.81
5.65
77.22

14
4.27
5.45
77.34

11
4.83
6.59
77.63

13.37
4.43
5.56
79.06

TSDF
Fusion

Acc. [cm]
Comp. [cm]
Comp. Ratio [< 5cm %]

4.21
5.04
76.90

3.08
4.35
79.87

2.88
5.40
77.79

2.70
10.47
79.60

2.66
10.29
71.93

4.27
6.43
71.66

4.07
6.26
65.87

3.70
4.78
77.11

3.45
6.63
75.09

Table 1: Reconstruction results for 8 indoor Replica scenes. We report the highest reached completion ratio in each scene
along with the corresponding accuracy and completion values at that point.
room-1

room-2

office-1

office-2

Ground
Truth

iMAP

TSDF
Fusion

Figure 7: Replica reconstructions, highlighting how iMAP ﬁlls in unobserved regions which are white holes in TSDF fusion.

iMAP

TSDF
Fusion

(a) Chair

(b) Back of Objects

(c) Small Objects

(d) Black Chair

Figure 8: Comparative reconstruction results in various real scenes mapped with an Azure Kinect. White holes in the TDSF
fusion results are plausibly ﬁlled in by iMAP.
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Figure 9: Real-time reconstruction results from iMAP in a variety of real world settings.

Width = 128 Width = 256 Width = 512
0.26
1.04
4.19

iMAP [MB]
TSDF Fusion [MB]

Res. = 128
8.38

Res. = 256
67.10

Res. = 512
536.87

Table 2: Memory consumption: for iMAP as a function of
network size, and for TSDF fusion of voxel resolution.

the photometric loss for reconstruction combined with the
interpolation capacity of the map network.

4.3. TUM Evaluation
We run iMAP on three sequences from TUM RGB-D.
Tracking ATE RMSE is shown in Table 3. We compare
with surfel-based BAD-SLAM [24], TSDF fusion Kintinuous [38], and sparse ORB-SLAM2 [16], state-of-the-art
SLAM systems. In pose accuracy, iMAP does not outperform them, but is competitive with errors between 2 and 6
cm. Mesh reconstructions are shown in Figure 10. In Figure 11 we highlight how iMAP ﬁlls in holes in unobserved
regions unlike BAD-SLAM.

iMAP
BAD-SLAM
Kintinuous
ORB-SLAM2

fr1/desk (cm)

fr2/xyz (cm)

fr3/ofﬁce (cm)

4.9
1.7
3.7
1.6

2.0
1.1
2.9
0.4

5.8
1.73
3.0
1.0

Figure 10: iMAP reconstruction results for TUM dataset.

Table 3: ATE RMSE in cm on TUM RGB-D dataset.

4.4. Ablative Analysis

Figure 11: Hole ﬁlling capacity of iMAP (top) against
BAD-SLAM (bottom).

We analyse the design choices that affect our system using the largest Replica scene: office-2 with three different random seeds. Completion ratio results and timings are
shown in Table 4. We found that network width = 256,
keyframe window size limit of W = 5, and 200 pixels
samples per frame offered the best trade-off of convergence
speed and accuracy. We further show in Fig. 12 that active

sampling enables faster accuracy convergence and higher
scene completion than random sampling.
These design choices enable our online implicit SLAM
system to run at 10 Hz for tracking and 2 Hz for mapping. Our experiments demonstrate the power of ran6235

Window

5cm 2cm

Pixels

128

512

3

10

100

400

101

80

173

84

144

74

160

Joint Optim.
Time [ms]

448

357

777

373

647

340

716

Comp. Ratio
[<5cm %]

77.22

Tracking
Time [ms]

1cm

0.75cm


Depth Error (cm)

Width
Default






75.79 76.91 75.82 77.35 77.33 77.49


Table 4: Timing results for tracking (6 iterations) and mapping (10 iterations), running concurrently on the same GPU.
Default conﬁguration: network width 256, window size 5,
and 200 samples per keyframe. Last row: completion ratio
for Replica office-2.














Training Time (sec)









Figure 13: Reaching 5cm, 2cm, 1cm and 0.75cm depth error requires around 1, 4, 20, 43 seconds respectively.

tP = 0.55 tP = 0.65 tP = 0.75 tP = 0.85
# Keyframes
Comp. Ratio [<5cm %]

8
74.11

10
77.22

14
76.84

24
78.03

Table 5: Number of keyframe and completion ratio results
for different selection thresholds in Replica office-2.

domised sampling in optimisation, and highlight the key
ﬁnding that it is better to iterate fast with randomly changing information than to use dense and slow iterations.
Combining geometric and photometric losses enables
our system to obtain full room scale reconstructions from
few keyframes; 13 on average for the 8 Replica scenes in
Table 1. Using more keyframes does little to further improve scene completion as shown in Table 5.
Implicit scene networks have the property of converging
fast to low frequency shapes before adding higher frequency
scene details. Fig. 13 shows network training from a static
camera averaged over 5 different real scenes. The depth loss
falls below 5cm in under a second; under 2cm in 4 seconds;
then continues to decrease slowly. When mapping a new
Comp. Ratio
(<5cm %)

Acc. (cm)
16

Without Active Sampling
With Active Sampling

14

80
65

12

50

10
8

35
6

Without Active Sampling
With Active Sampling

20

4
0

100
200
300
Training Time (sec)

400

0

100
200
300
Training Time (sec)

400

Figure 12: Active sampling obtains better completion with
faster accuracy convergence than pure random sampling.

Figure 14: Evolution of level of detail.
scene our system takes seconds to get a coarse reconstruction and minutes to add in ﬁne details. In Fig. 14 we show
how the system starts with a rough reconstruction and adds
detail as the network trains and the camera moves closer to
objects. This is a useful property in SLAM as it enables live
tracking to work even when moving to unexplored regions.

5. Conclusions
We pose dense SLAM as real-time continual learning
and show that an MLP can be trained from scratch as the
only scene representation in a live system, thus enabling
an RGB-D camera to construct and track against a complete and accurate volumetric model of room-scale scenes.
The keys to the real-time but long-term SLAM performance
of our method are: parallel tracking and mapping, lossguided pixel sampling for rapid optimisation, and intelligent keyframe selection as replay to avoid network forgetting. Future directions for iMAP include how to make more
structured and compositional representations that reason explicitly about the self similarity in scenes.
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